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Prototyping 
with Purpose 
In a new eBook, Prototyping with 
Purpose, experts from Mouser and 
the electronics industry walk through 
the design process, discussing tools, 
software methodology, circuit  
design, and the final integration  
into a solid prototype. 

“The prototype stage is where 
innovators really start to understand the 
viability of their ideas, as well as what 
might be required in the final product,” 
said Kevin Hess, Senior Vice President, 
Marketing at Mouser Electronics. “This 
new Engineering Big Ideas eBook ties 
in well with the latest video in the 
series, in which Grant Imahara and 
Arduino CTO Massimo Banzi talk about 
the importance of prototyping in the 
innovation-to-productization process.”

The new Prototyping with Purpose 
eBook includes in-depth articles from 
tech experts like “Wizard of Make” 
and Senior Staff Engineer at Microchip 
Technology Bob Martin, who looks at 
the spaces, hardware, and software 
ideal for successful prototyping. 

Special contributions to the new 
eBook also include an examination 
of the proof-of-concept stage by Dr. 
Andy Stanford-Clark, CTO of IBM in 
UK and Ireland, and best practices for 
developing embedded software by 
Magic Leap software engineer Akash 
Gujarati.

The Engineering Big Ideas series is 
supported by Mouser’s valued suppliers 
Analog Devices, Intel®, Microchip 
Technology and Molex.

www.mouser.com/news/ebi-
ebook2/mobile/index.html

Searan deal enables 
Mouser to offer 
Bluetooth SDKs  
for Multiple OS

The SEARAN product line, now available 
from Mouser Electronics following a 
worldwide deal, provides developers 
with the company’s royalty-free 
Bluetooth® software development  
kits (SDKs), which support devices from 
leading semiconductor manufacturers, 
including STMicroelectronics, Texas 
Instruments, Microchip Technology, 
Marvell Semiconductor, and Renesas 
Electronics.

SEARAN’s wireless audio player software 
(Linux or FreeRTOS) and wireless speaker 
software (FreeRTOS) provide applications 
that enable wireless audio streaming 
from an audio player to a headset or a 
speaker via Advanced Audio Distribution 
Profile (A2DP) and Audio/Video Remote 
Control Profile (AVRCP) Bluetooth 
profiles. 

SEARAN wireless headset software 
provides an application for either Linux- 
or FreeRTOS-based platforms that 
enables audio streaming and phone 
calls from a smartphone to a headset 
via Hands Free Profile (HFP), A2DP, and 
AVRCP Bluetooth profiles. 

SEARAN data packet software is an 
SDK for either Linux- or FreeRTOS-
based platforms that enables data 
transfer over Bluetooth Low Energy for 
any device, Bluetooth SPP for Android 
devices, and iAP for iOS devices with 
MFI authentication. The SDK is built on 
SEARAN’s ultra-small Bluetooth stack, 
dotstack, designed for low-cost, low-
power embedded devices. Bluetooth 
SIG-compliant and tested, dotstack has 
a small footprint, is easy to port, and 
already runs on most popular platforms 
and operating systems.

www.mouser.com/manufacturer/searan

Mouser and 
Amphenol SSI 
connect

Through a global distribution 
agreement, Mouser now stocks a broad 
line of Amphenol SSI products, including 
pressure sensors and gauges, drum 
liquid level gauges, and combination 
temperature and pressure gauges.

Amphenol SSI’s P51 Pressure 
MediaSensor™ and P61 Pressure and 
Temperature MediaSensor families are 
micro-machined sensors suitable for 
measuring both harsh and benign media 
in a variety of automotive, industrial, and 
commercial applications with superior 
accuracy. The P51 family devices are 
available in absolute, vented gauge, or 
sealed gauge conventions, and measure 
pressures from 3 PSI to 7500 PSI. The 
P61 family transducers and transmitters 
are available in absolute and sealed 
gauge configurations, and measure 
pressures from 100 PSI to 3,000 PSI. 

The MediaGauge™ family are three 
standalone battery-operated digital 
pressure gauges, each containing a 
piezoresistive pressure sensing element, 
signal conditioning for temperature and 
calibration, a stainless steel input port, 
and a four-digit display. MediaGauge 
devices offer a range of accuracies, media 
isolation, user functions, and output 
capabilities ideal for applications such 
as refrigeration, process control, fuel 
cells, pumps, hydraulics, pneumatics, 
compressors, and agriculture.

Digital Fluid-Trac™ devices are noncontact 
continuous drum liquid level gauges based 
on ultrasonic technology. The gauges 
include an LCD display (with 4-20 mA 
output available) and are designed for 
use on standard 13-, 30-, and 55-gallon 
vertical drums storing a wide variety of 
media such as water, wastewater, motor 
oil, hydraulic fluid, and diesel fuel. 

https://www.mouser.com/
manufacturer/amphenol-ssi/
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